
THE EGYPT PILGRAMAGE

Returning to the lands we once knew May 5th-15th 2024

10  Day Sacred Journey to Kemet Returning the power that is ours



Join us on  a 10 day luxury pilgrimage to the Sacred Temples of
Egypt as we explore the ancient rites of goddess culture and the
mystic secrets of this sacred land…

Journey from the Pyramids of Giza to the the sacred Temples of
Ancient Egypt from Luxor to Dendera and Abydos, exploring the
direct transmissions of Isis, Inanna, Hathor, Osiris, Sekhmet and
Horus.

Cruise along the Nile on a private Felucca boat, stopping to swim
and to enjoy islands of fruit and flowers, the elusive blue lotus in
bloom, and ceremonial journeys that will support you integrate
your inner priestess  & primal masculine, to then rise into your
queen & king, anchoring love, peace, union and heaven on earth.

Immerse yourself in the high mysteries, the tantric path, and rites
of initiation that directly invoke your own soul remembrance and
invite you into a reclamation of your true power across countless
lifetimes and timelines…

Make memories that will last a lifetime, such as seeing the sunrise
over the Valley of the Kings & sacred rites at the secret temple of
Isis.



We’ve received the call to
return to these mythic
lands for the first time in this
lifetime  to reclaim a part of
ourselves. Guided by spirit  
- the most beautiful magic
carpet ride  is unfolding in
front of us…. Guided by two  
women who call Egypt
home and hold temple
spaces in Giza and Luxor,
the lands are welcoming us
home.
Are you feeling the call to
join us?

 HEARING
THE CALL



As world travelers we are
always seeking the soul in a

place through connected
locals eyes.The right

guides hold the keys to
true depth, magic and

beauty in a place.  Away
from inpersonal large

hotels and generic tours -
we have intimate &

exclusive access to sacred
sites  and secret places in

Egypt. For us, this feels like
a once in a lifetime

opportunity & our form of
luxury.

A WAY OF
TRAVEL



MAY 5TH

MAY 6TH

MAY 7TH

MAY 8TH

Arrival in Cairo. We will
head direct to Katy Noura
Butler’s temple space &
accommodations across
from the pyramids.
Opening Ceremony.

Visit to the
pyramids and
sphinx. Alongside
temple teachings
& activations with
Katy.

Fly Cairo to  Luxor. Boat trip to
Karnak Temple & the sacred
temple of Sekhmet. Visit to a
powerful Sufi healer &  
experience essential oil
therapy. Visit Luxor  temple
under the stars.

Early rise to the Temple of
Hathor, Dendera &
Abydos and Temple to
Osiris. Dinner at local
restaurant.

ITINERARY



MAY 9TH

MAY 10TH

MAY 11TH

MAY 12TH

Watch sunrise from the
Temple of Hatshepsut. Drive
to secret temple of Isis with
activations from Hannah &
Kashi. Lunch & learn about
Ancient Egyptian pottery.
Valley  of the Kings & tour of
tombs. Rest & option for belly
dance class.

Morning to sleep in before our
Felucca traditional boat home.
Visit to the Temple of Khnum &
then our Nile River cruise. Option
to tour sacred spots or swim.
Special birthday celebration for
Kashi on boat.

Early visit to the Temple
of Horus at Edfu. Visit to
beautiful swim spot
and sleep by Sensila
Temple & temple to
crocodile God Sobek

Tour Sensila temple before
setting sail for Maniha Island full
of flowers & fruits including the
elusive blue lotus. Option of
Magic Mushroom & Blue Lotus
Elixir Ceremony under the stars
with Akara.

ITINERARY



MAY 13TH

MAY 14TH

MAY 15TH

Kom Ombo a temple for
integrating light and dark.
Set sail for Aswan, with
option to visit a local camel
market & learn about
village daily life.

Visit to Temple to Isis, Philae
on an island in Nile River.
Boat tour of original site of
temple with river baptism
rituals. Visit to local Nubian
village for lunch . Stay our
final night in Aswan. Closing
Ceremony.

Fly back to Cairo and end of
our sacred journey.

ITINERARY

*Note: there is some flexibility  in our
schedule to follow the magic while there &
to honor the desires of our group. We have
incredible local access, knowledge of
guards that can be paid to give us privacy  &
spots often missed by the masses.



HANNAH & KASHI

YOUR GUIDES

Between the both of us we have
guided 100s of sacred ceremonies,
initiation rites, retreats, journeys and

gatherings around the world. 
The first time I met Kashi she told me

she could see us going to Egypt
together and a year later here we are…
This was not part of my plan this year

but spirit had an uncanny and
humorous way of making it clear this is

where we are meant to go next. We
know this is going to be a big trip for us
personally and therefore we only want
to call in the most aligned group to join

us. If that’s you, you will feel it in your
bones.



Hannah channels with the ancestors & has the ability to
see you in your highest light to support your unique
souls path in this lifetime. She holds the energy of the
divine mother & wise grandmother to support you in
finding your inner strength and conviction, to rise in
your power & to trust your own guidance.

Kashi’s transmissions are channeled
through embodied experience, combined
with her ability to feel the field and respond
with the medicine required in the moment,
and her activations offer safe spaces to dive
into inner intimacy, alchemy and union,
through activating sensuality, eros and
unconditional love to invoke the divinity
within.

Hannah & Kashi’s unique
alchemy will be to hold a
supercharged, safe and
responsive space for the groups
initiatory path.

OUR
GUIDANCE

Hannah & Kashi are available for 1:1 support before for preparation, during to
support your journey (limited capacity), & after for integration at special retreat

rates. Inquire upon booking.



KASHI KUNDALINI ROSE

Born in London, Kashi grew up with a passion for
adventure and all forms of artistic expression, spirituality
and healing. After graduating university she immersed
herself in travel, trainings, ashrams, medicine ceremonies
and alternative communities, specialising in yoga,
bellydance and performance arts and exploring mystic,
tantric and shamanic traditions.

After a synchronistic meeting in 2009, Kashi collaborated
extensively with renaissance man Johny Dar for over a
decade, building the JD brand as Director of
Communications, and working worldwide in multiple
industries as a producer and project manager, while also
training in personal development and shamanic and tantric
healing. 

In 2021 Kashi moved to Costa Rica and founded Kundalini
Rose as a platform for tantric arts, empowerment coaching
and a modern approach to temple culture and sacred
sexuality. A certified Kundalini Yoga teacher, Reiki
practitioner, and graduate of the International School of
Temple Arts and Energy of Breath School, she draws upon
a range of devotional ceremonial practices and healing
modalities to inspire workshops, retreats, coaching
programmes and transformational immersions including
Tantrahuasca, which combines Tantra & Ayahuasca as a
pathway for healing, awakening and self realisation.

Although this will be
her first time in this
incarnation setting
foot on Egyptian soil,
Kashi’s connection
with Egypt runs soul
deep and has
informed many past
life journeys and a
deep reclamation of
her power and
purpose over the last
15 years.



HANNAH RUTH DYSON

Welsh grown and Costa Rica based, Hannah Ruth Dyson
is a deep feminine and earth-based cultural researcher,
Herstorian. indigenous advocate, passionate speaker,

storyteller, and initiated medicine keeper, seer & channel.
She is the founder of Soul Seed Gathering non-profit, and

Medicine Is Our Nature collective.

Hannah has explored the history of earth-based spiritual
traditions for the past ten years. From research mapping

to documentary film work, weaving connections and
knowledge-ways, across time and place. She’s held and
hosted gatherings in Guatemala, Colombia & Costa Rica.

She received a Bachelor of Science at the London School
of Economics in 2012 and has previous experience in

international documentary research and film production.

Her work also offers solutions for earth-centered change
from business actions, re-imagining new financial

systems, healing and community building.

She is initiated on the medicine path as a healer and
ceremonialist, working with sacred medicines, ancestors

& soul remembrance. 

She is the mother of two wild boys & celebrates women
birthing in their power.

“i was obsessed
with Egypt as a child
and felt so
connected to this
ancient world. This
trip for me is
remembering who I
am, as I am guided
to learn from the
lineage of Isis.” 



OUR LOCAL
HOSTS

Katy Noura
Butler

A seasoned practitioner of the art of Tarot for the last
fifty years. Katy has worked as an actor on the London
stage, international cabaret singer, fashion designer,
shopkeeper, writer and teacher of the Mysteries.

For the last thirty years she has divided her time
between her private practice in London and running
the Sacred Egypt Mystery School at the Pyramids of
Giza with her Egyptian husband, family of adopted
children and beloved animals, including a healing
sheep named Rashida.

Katy is the author of the 'Egyptian Path of Love’ and
her magnum opus, the Egyptian Star of Life, a temple
training system based on the sacred marriages of the
Egyptian gods and the Tarot.

‘I first learnt of Katy 9 years
ago as a friend shared about
her mentorship & teachings
around Egypt & the tarot. I

was told then that she is the
only western woman to have a
temple space overlooking the

pyramids - and I knew then
that one day I would have to

meet her… fast forward to
today, we connected and

immediately felt the journey
towards Egypt opening up.

Katy read my cards & helped
me understand deeper the

path with Isis that is
beckoning me forwards, I felt
seen on a soul level & cannot
wait to stay in her space and

receive deeper temple
teachings’ - Hannah

We will receive temple teachings from Katy & you
have an opportunity for 1:1 tarot readings in her
beautiful home overlooking the pyramids, where we
are served fresh organic meals 3 times a day.



Akara Sophia

Akara Sophia is a contemplative
mystic, writer & spiritual guide. She
carries the living transmission of
ḥwt-ḥr – the House of Horus - and
the teachings of Isis as a universal
path of awakening through Divine
Love. A guardian of the Akashic
Records, she specializes in
supporting the Soul to heal, access
& integrate wisdom from its past
lives, and lives in Egypt with her
husband where they run spiritual
tour company - sharing the
mysteries of Ancient Egypt with the
modern world.

http://returnofthetemple.com/

Kashi connected with Akara first online & was
immediately drawn to her radiance & priestess
energies. When learning that she holds a temole
space in Luxor we knew we had our second guide &
she has designed the most incredible itinerary for us,
with local and private access. We are staying in her
Airbnb’s, a traditional felucca boat together & one
hotel, with guidance to the best restaurants & local
healers.

We have the opportunIty to join a magic mushroom
and blue lotus ceremony with Akara under the stars
on our private boat.

We have the opportunIty to join a
magic mushroom and blue lotus
ceremony with Akara under the
stars on our private boat. We also
have incredible local and
indigenous knowledge from her
husband Hassan.

Akara is our guide from Aswan to Luxor.



Sacred Partnership

THEMES 
WE WILL
EXPLORE

Ancient Egyptians honored the sacred
balance between masculine & feminine and
the importance of divine union.
With Katy Noura Butler we will explore the
Egyptian path of love & the Egyptian Star of
Life, a temple training system based on the
sacred marriages of the Egyptian gods and
the Tarot.

‘We will watch the sunrise from the
Temple of Hatshepsut on the West
Bank. Hatshepsut was one of the
most powerful female pharaohs and
a great builder. Her mortuary temple
is absolutely exquisite and carries
powerful signatures for financial
empowerment. If you have prayers
or intentions for manifestation,
career growth or building something
substantial in your life, I suggest
writing these down and bringing
them with to this temple with
offerings (I also suggest we go at
sunrise - because it’s really stunning
to witness sunrise from the temple
before the crowds arrive.)’ - Akara

Queen codes

Kingship
‘We’ll take a boat trip across the Nile to
Karnak Temple. Karnak was the Ancient
Egyptian capital and center of the Egyptian
religion/ rites of Divine Kingship. Here the
stones speak and the soul moves! We’ll tour the
mighty temple complex and visit the secret
temple of Sekhmet - which contains her cult
statue for private activations.’ - Akara 

Priestess Initiations
‘We’ll drive out to the secret desert
Temple to Isis that very few people
know about to engage in ceremonial
ritual and meditation. The temple is
normally empty and we know the
guards so we can have our own
space here. It’s very special.’ - Akara

Kashi will be sharing sacred yoni egg
activations to harness our inner
power.  Hannah will be channelling
with the temple & teleporting us with
ancestral song.



‘We will arise early for a day trip to the the Temple of
Hathor, Dendera & Abydos, and Temple to Osiris - two
of the most sacred temples in all of Egypt. We’ll start
with a tour of the Ancient Egyptian Mother Goddess of
Love, Music, Fertility & Creative Inspiration’s domain in
Dendera. The Ancient Egyptians believed this was the
birthplace of All Creation. A veritable “Garden of
Eden.”’

Then the Temple to Isis, Philae on an island in the
Nile River. This Temple is full of incredible love and
has a deep heart-healing energy in honor of
the Goddess of Motherhood, Magic & Divine Love.’ -
Akara

Motherhood &
Divine Love

Primal
Masculinity
‘We will tour Sensila Temple - learning
about ancient Egyptian building techniques
and the crocodile God Sobek as the primal
masculine fertility deity. 

Kom Ombo is a temple for integration of the
Light & Dark masculine. The temple is
“mirrored” with a Sanctuary to Horus and a
Sanctuary to Sobek facing each other.
integrate any shadow work here - especially
centered on Divine & Primal Masculinity.’ -
Akara

Cycles of Time
‘To the Temple of Horus at Edfu. This temple
contains more hieroglyphic writings than any
other temple in Ancient Egypt and tells the
story of Egypt’s origins as a “survivor culture”
from an earlier civilization that was destroyed in
a Great Cataclysm. You’ll learn about the
mysticism of the temple’s writings, the story of
Horus & Set & the power of Edfu as a temple
that brings us into our power through cycles of
time (Hor-RA - the hour revealed!).’ - Akara



Nubian village

EXPERIENCES

Here we get to explore some of the colorful
buildings and soul of the local Nubian
people, indigenous to the area with their
own language, customs and culture.Private

felucca boat

Blue Lotus
Blue lotus will be one of our guides on this journey,
A symbol of life and immortality, the blue lotus was
believed to provide a spiritual connection into the
afterlife and offer communication with the divine, as
was mentioned in the  ‘Egyptian Book of the Dead’.
It is renowned for its medicinal qualities, which
range from aphrodisia to pain alleviation, treating
depression and anxiety, and even settling upset
stomachs. It is also used to treat insomnia.

A felucca is a traditional Egyptian wooden sailboat,
that we will have to ourselves, to navigate to where
we choose for 4days. This allows us to get first
access to temples at sunrise & the freedom to swim
and stop where we want. We will all sleep together
on deck underneath the stars, engage in daily rituals
and ceremonies, and we will be served full spreads
for breakfast, lunch and dinner on deck.

Just some of the experiences we are exploring…

https://www.ancient-origins.net/news-science-space/mint-0017849


$3900 Early Bird (save $300 until April 12th)

$4200 full price

Includes:
-  10days All meals and accommodations, including a  private boat,

private airbnbs & temple spaces & 1 hotel.
- Tickets to all temples and transportation to these sacred sites.

- Flights from Cairo to Luxor & Luxor to Cairo.
- Airport pick-ups

- Daily rituals, activations and temple teachings. Herstorical guides for
our journey.

- Nourishing meals and drinks.
- Live Sufi music and dance performance, Sufi healer & aromatherapy

healing, ancient Egyptian pottery techniques 

Optional Extras:
- 1:1s with Hannah &/or Kashi before, during or after (at special retreat

rates)
- 1:1 tarot reading with Katy Noura Butler  $90

- Magic mushroom & blue lotus ceremony with Akara $250
- Belly dancing class $70

 
Not included:

- International flights to and from Egypt.
- Additional tips for the boat staff and local support.

- Accommodations before and after the journey.

*Note: this is the lowest we will be able to offer these prices for such
exclusive access to our guides & with an intimate group. 

INVESTMENT



If you know that you incarnated in this life to walk your unique
path of reclamation, soul initiation & remembrance, so that you

can embody all that you came here to be…

If you’re devoted to co-creating a future full of peace, harmony,
abundance and divine love…

If life is summoning you to heal the wounds of the past so you
can fully embody the blessing of the present…

If you yearn for deeper initiation to awaken the depth of your soul
and reveal more of your purpose through your gifts and

energetic signature…

This is for you.

A one-of-a-kind immersion that offers a pathway to the life
awaiting you on the other side of fear, limitation and playing

small. A gateway to reclaiming your most profound power and
purpose on this planet. A carefully crafted medicine journey with

a circle of like-hearted souls, that will support you to bring
forward your unique codes, divine blueprint, and dharma in this

lifetime.

If your soul is calling you to Egypt at this profound time in human
history, know that there is a reason…

Trust that you are guided, and give yourself the gift of exquisite
support every step of the way.

We feel deeply blessed, honoured and excited to be embarking
upon this visionary quest with the souls who are called to join us.



With all our love, and in devotion to the highest
good of all,

Kashi and Hannah



Ready to join us on this magic carpet ride?

Set up a call with Hannah or Kashi to ensure right fiit for this
experience. 

Email hannahruthdyson@gmail.com
or/ kundaliniroseretreats@gmail.com


